Happy 5th Birthday Anderson!
Once upon a time there was a construction company called CMU Cyert Construction. It was owned by a tough guy named Anderson Moore. Can drove the construction truck, Nolan and Langdon carried the ladders and Ezra was in charge of yelling “timber” when parts of the building fell down.
Anderson was the boss man! He made all the rules at the construction site. Everyday during their lunch break Rachel Huber, Zoë, and Ada Tonguz would sing the boys a song while they were eating their fried spiders and toads. The song went like this:

Climb Andy Climb!
Go Ezra go!
Up Nolan Up!
Down Langdon Down!

Climb Andy Climb!
Phew after that song the boys were ready to take an afternoon snooze! A few hours later Felix began yelling, "Ding dong wake up Andy it's time to go to work!" Hurry you can't be late. Just as Andy and his crew were headed out the door the phone rang..bring..bring...Hello? Hi boss man Andy we need you and your crew to come down quick to the Allegheny river a women fell out of her boat and is stuck in the river and she needs rescued. Oh no...ok officer Matsumura we will be right down to help! Can put the pedal to the metal!
Officer Matsumura we are here to help!

Thomas yells: “Get the rope.”

Andy: Super Andy is here to save the day! He jumps in the river grabs the girl by the arm and pulls her to safety.

Andy: Geez what a day. Thanks you everyone for all of your hard work. I think we all need to give a fist pump for boss man Andy. On the count of three 1,2,3,...
Go
Andy!!!!
The End
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